
Zehnder Zenia
Ultimate comfort heating in  
your bathroom.



Perfect integration into modern 
bathroom architecture



Zehnder Zenia
Ultimate comfort heating in your bathroom.

Zehnder Zenia is a towel warmer, towel dryer, infrared radiator and boost heater in 
one – a completely innovative and revolutionary thermal comfort unit that perfectly 

blends into modern bathroom architecture thanks to its minimalist design.

A tidier bathroom

There is ample space for two large shower/
bath towels inside Zehnder Zenia, which 
also makes it a discreet place to store 
the ones you are currently using. 

Feel-good heat at the 
touch of a button

With efficient infrared radiant heat that's 
extremely pleasant, Zehnder Zenia ensures 
that unique added extra in comfort heating. 
Thanks to the connectible boost heater 
with a thermal output of 1,000 W, the room 
temperature can be increased by several 
degrees centigrade within a few minutes.

Snuggly warm towels

Love wrapping yourself in a warm, soft towel 
after showering? Zehnder Zenia gives you this 
feeling of wellness – press a button and your 
warmed towel is ready just a few minutes later.

Quick, convenient and 
hygienic towel drying

The faster a towel is able to dry, the less 
chance there is of bacteria growing on it. 
That’s why Zehnder Zenia also includes a 
function for drying towels – quickly, hygienically 
and in a way that is gentle on fabrics.



Aesthetically appealing 
storage of two large 
shower/bath towels

Intuitive operation 
via control panel

The Zehnder Zenia control panel is ergonomically 
positioned at a convenient height on the front of 
the unit. Four touch sensors with distinct symbols 
provide quick access to key basic functions.

Individual adjustment and control 
via the app

With features such as time-controlled heating 
and drying programmes, Zehnder Zenia can be 
remotely controlled and individually adjusted 
using the app for iOS and Android.



When it comes to achieving a comfortable indoor climate, 
the bathroom is the most complex room in the house. 

We feel a natural need for the bathroom to be warmer than the  
rest of our homes while we are in there – for the simple reason 
that we are often unclothed. Many people also dream of  
a solution that allows them to warm their towels before using 
them and dry them afterwards – quickly, hygienically and in  
a way that is gentle on fabrics. Traditional heating systems can 
only meet some of these requirements, or provide an extremely 
inefficient solution.

Introducing Zehnder Zenia – designed for ultimate 

comfort heating in your bathroom.



In-wall installation

On-wall installation with outer case

Colours and designs

Zehnder Zenia is available in classic white 
and sophisticated black, making it the perfect 
complement to the contemporary colour 
schemes produced by major bathroom ceramics 
manufacturers. An outer case for on-wall 
installation is available in addition to an in-wall 
installation option. A 230 V mains power supply 
is all you need.

Interested?

Want to find more  
about Zehnder Zenia? 
Visit our website at

www.zehnder-zenia.com
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